UNDERSTANDING THE BIBLE

Bible-in-Life’s Understanding the Bible series provides a quarterly, expositional study of each book of the Bible. Anyone wanting to study the Bible is equipped to build a deeper understanding of Scripture. The Understanding the Bible study series is perfect for small groups, Sunday school classes, or as an individual study.

Format

- Classroom model
- Printed curriculum
- Eight-year scope and sequence

Adult Understanding the Bible Leader’s Guide
Step-by-step instructions to help teachers prepare and lead each lesson. Includes preparation activity for the teacher, Bible background material, lesson objectives, answers to study questions, and a variety of activities relating Bible truths to adult life. Reductions of the student book pages are included so teachers can easily see what students are reading and studying. Recommended: one per class or teacher.

Features:
- Teacher preparation and guided lessons
- Helpful summaries of the Scripture passage
- Answers to the student questions
- Extra activities that tie into the lesson
- Maps, charts, and word studies

Understanding the Bible Student Book
This student guide offers an in-depth Bible study and biblical commentary for each lesson, while encouraging life application. Scripture references are printed in the NIV. Recommended: one per student.

Features:
- Bible background
- Maps, charts, and word studies
- NIV translation
- Real-life application